
Why LoanSafe Connect?
 ► Real-time tracking of actions 
taken with LoanSafe Risk and 
Fraud Manager reports

 ► Ideal for working independently,  
yet collaboratively

 ► Evaluate and clear fraud  
alerts online 

 ► Electronic notations are 
automatically stored and  
fully transparent

 ► On-demand reporting tool  
to easily investigate anomalies 
or identify trends

 ► Capture what and when 
decisions were made by whom, 
and why

 ► Easily export final Alerts 
Summary

 ► Predictive scores are kept pure 
when alerts are addressed

FRAUD 
MANAGEMENTLoanSafe Connect™

Your Online, Collaborative Review, Reporting and  
Self-Service Portal

LoanSafe Connect™ is a secure online portal that offers the ability to review and interact 
with LoanSafe Risk Manager™ and LoanSafe Fraud Manager™ reports in real-time, 
allowing staff to work collaboratively yet independently on loan review.  

In addition, the LoanSafe Connect features a Reporting tool that provides on-demand 
access to enterprise-level data on your LoanSafe transactions and self-service for alert 
configurations and watch list uploads. And it’s all at no additional cost to you.

LoanSafe Connect Alert Review 

Whether working individually or collaboratively throughout the origination process, 
“working the file” has never been so easy, transparent, and fluid. With LoanSafe Connect, 
there are no more manual mark-ups and repetitive processes. Now you have access to 
streamlined and efficient fraud review workflow. Simply order a LoanSafe report through 
RealQuest.com® or your existing Loan Origination System (LOS). The report will have  
a hyperlink to access the same loan within the portal.

Predictive Integrity: What Sets LoanSafe Connect Apart

All LoanSafe solutions are uniquely backed by data derived directly from the CoreLogic® 
Mortgage Fraud Consortium, which is used to develop predictive fraud risk scores.  
Since LoanSafe Connect allows users to track activity regarding the clearing of  
individual alerts and loan review status, the predictive score always retains its integrity—

Alert Page to 
view, clear or 
make notations.
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similar to a credit score. This score will not change 
based on user interaction thereby giving investors 
complete visibility into the original fraud risk 
assessment, and clearly demonstrating the full 
review and remediation processes.

LoanSafe Connect Reporting Tool

Now you have LoanSafe enterprise reporting  
data at your fingertips, allowing you to easily 
investigate anomalies or identify trends. You can 
also benchmark yourself against the industry for 
alerts and risk score distribution. The Reporting 
tool is available on-demand, so it’s always ready  
when you are. 

Self-Service Management Feature

The self-service section of LoanSafe Connect 
allows you to manage your alert configuration 
and upload your institutions watch list at your 
convenience.  This makes it easy for you to be 
proactive and responsive to market trends and 
changing risk thresholds.

LoanSafe Connect Is a Secure, Web-Based Tool that Allows You to:

 ► Make electronic notations that are automatically logged with LoanSafe Fraud Manager and LoanSafe Risk Manager reports

 ► Easily see and access the actions others have taken in the review

 ► Instantly track in real time the status of the loan review and risk management process

 ► Generate on-demand reporting for quick analysis and benchmarking against the broader industry

 ► Manage your own alert configurations and watchlist uploads

 ► Capture an audit trail, including when decisions were made, by whom and why

 ► Export a final, clear and concise Alerts Summary that can be attached to the loan file 

 ► Conduct post-funding quality and fraud control testing to gain critical insight that clearly demonstrates to investors how  
alerts were addressed.

Have questions? We’re here to help! Visit corelogic.com/loansafeconnect


